MATERIAL
LIFTS
OUR RENTAL FLEET

At Mastclimbers LLC we can
offer you solutions from our
comprehensive fleet for your
projects.
We know that every project requires
a different approach and, with our
wealth of experience over a large
range of projects, we are confident
we can find the best solutions for
your trades. Material lifts can be
tied directly to the structure or to
a suitable scaffold. These flexible
units can be used on many different
trades.

SPEC CHECK
Make / Model

SAE PH07

Hek GL400

Hek GTP 500

Power Source

Electric - 220v

Electric - 3
Phase

Electric - 3
Phase

Climbing Speed

47ft/min

47ft/min

39ft/min

Max Capacity

2,000lbs

800lbs

500lbs

Platform Size

5 x 5ft

5 x 5ft

5 x 5ft

Our promise

All of our equipment is fully checked and serviced before we
deliver to a customer. Service and maintenance is carried
out according to a manufacturers guides. We strive to keep
breakdowns to a minimum and when they do occur, we aim
to mobilise within 24 hours.
We ask that you complete your daily checks before
operating the unit and ensure that all areas are greased
as per the manufacturer’s recommendations. We also
request that you make the units available for any scheduled
maintenance during the rental period.

Expert service

Whatever machine you decide to rent from us, whether your
rental is for a commercial or industrial application, we have
a huge range of optional extras to suit. These include gates,
permit applications, monthly service contracts, common
towers, run backs, shoring, steel plate mounts, loading
docks, and solutions for special applications.

Training

At Mastclimbers LLC we offer comprehensive and thorough
training aimed at a wide-range of skill sets. Our top quality
training programmes are verified by the International
Powered Access Federation (IPAF), and includes installer
training for mastclimbers, hoist and mastclimber operator
training, rigging and handling courses.

At Mastclimbers LLC we are passionate about solving your
construction dilemmas. With decades of experience, we
know exactly how to address the needs of each and every
client we work with.
Take the strain away from manual handling and increase
the productivity of your work site. But it doesn’t stop there.

Special Projects

Mastclimbers LLC welcomes all special projects, regardless
of the difficulty of your project we will endeavour to find a
viable and economic solution to any vertical access issue
you have. Finding solutions is our business, no challenge to
great, no project too small.

CONTACT US
Tel: +1 678 680 6730
Email: info@mastclimbers.com

www.mastclimbers.com

